The Journal of Feline Medicine and Surgery Open Reports (JFMS Open Reports) is an international, peer-reviewed, online, open access journal. Like its sister title, the Journal of Feline Medicine and Surgery, it is an official journal of both the International Society of Feline Medicine (ISFM) and the American Association of Feline Practitioners (AAFP). The journal is aimed at practitioners as well as researchers with an interest in the clinical healthcare of domestic cats. JFMS Open Reports publishes high quality case reports, short case series and short communications reporting regional prevalence data or other data related to well-recognised diseases of domestic cats.

For GBP £5,000 // US $ 8,000 per annum become an industry partner with JFMS OR and support feline practitioners in their publication of high quality case reports.

Benefits of sponsorship include:-

- Association and alignment with a key educational initiative of these founding societies.
- Recognition of sponsors in all AAFP and ISFM promotional activities and materials for JFMS OR.
- Recognition of sponsors by societies in JFMS OR communications with their members.
- Your online banner adverts on JFMS OR website.
- Acknowledgment of educational support on JFMS OR website.
- Text - logo link to an industry partner JFMS OR branded page.
- Maximum number of 5 site sponsors, ensuring you benefit from consistent brand recognition.

For additional information and to book one of these limited sponsorship opportunities please contact: -

Roberto Mastrorilli, Head of Commercial Sales, SAGE Publications Ltd.

Email: - roberto.mastrorilli@sagepub.co.uk Tel: - +44 (0) 207 336 9112
Examples: JFMS OR page layouts showing industry sponsorship

- Example of sponsor product banner
- Text link to industry sponsor
- Industry sponsor logos- linking to industry page
- Industry sponsor landing page
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